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from	WorldCat,	ADDE,	and	my	Bibliography of English Etymology	(2010).	
These	are	the	authors	left	out	of	the	references	appended	to	the	present	article:	
AEeW	(Ferdinand	Holthausen,	Altenglisches etymologisches Wörterbuch),	AEW 
(Jan	de	Vries,	Altnordisches etymologisches Wörterbuch),	Bailey	(1721),	Casaubon	
(1650),	CD (The Century Dictionary),	Cotgrave	(1655),	Joseph	Wright,	ed.,	
The English Dialect Dictionary	1898–1905,	Florio	 (1659),	FT	(Falk-Torp,	
Norwegisch-dänisches etymologisches Wörterbuch),	Feist,	Gazophylacium 
Anglicanum	 (1689),	 Grose	 (1785),	 Halliwell	 (1855), ID (The Imperial 
Dictionary of the English Language,	1850	and	1882–87),	IEW	(Julius	Pokorny,	
Indogermanisches etymologisches Wörterbuch),	Junius	(1743),	(Samuel)	Johnson	
(1755),	Johnson-Todd	(1827),	KM	and	KS	(Mitzka’s	and	Seebold’s	latest	edi-
tions	of	Kluge),	Lemon	(1783),	MED (Middle English Dictionary),	Minsheu	
(1617),	NEW	(Jan	de	Vries,	Nederlands etymologisch woordenboek),	ODEE 
(The Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology),	Eduard	Mueller	 (Müller)	
(1865–67;	1878),	OED,	Palsgrave	(1530),	Richardson	(1858),	SAOB (Svenska 
Akademiens Ordbok),	SEO	(Hellquist,	Svensk etymologisk ordbok),	Serenius	
(1737	and	1753),	Skeat	(from	1882,	etc.)	Skinner	(1671),	Stormonth	(1885),	Tooke	
(1798–1805),	W	(Webster’s New International…),	Wedgwood	(A Dictionary of 
English Etymology, 1859–65,	1872,	1878,	1888),	Weekley	(An Etymological 
Dictionary…,	1921	and	1924),	WHirt	(Hirt’s	edition	of	Weigand,	Deutsches 








Although ache was recorded in Old English, its origin remains undiscovered. 
A few German words, notably Ekel ‘disgust,’ may be related to	ache,	but all of 
them were attested late, and their origin is also unclear. No direct path leads from 
Classical Greek	ἄχος	to ache,	but it is not entirely improbable that in various lan-
guages a sizable group of words for pain, loathing, and the like had a symbolic 
value and that their vaguely definable base was	akh-	~	ak-	~	ag-.	One should 
therefore avoid a rigid derivation of ache from the Indo-European root	*ag-	‘drive.’	
If ache and a few similar-sounding Low German words are related, we are dealing 
with a limited North Sea isogloss. It is likely that the settlers of Britain brought the 
noun *akiz	and a corresponding strong verb from the continent.
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The sections are devoted to 1) the date of the appearance of ache in English 
and some of its more obvious cognates, 2) attempts to trace ache directly to 
Classical Greek, 3) a few improbable etymologies of ache,	4) possible ties be-
tween ache and the interjection	ach,	5) derivation of ache from the root	*ag-,	and 
6) the role of taboo and the vowel a in words for pain and physical deformities; 
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tribute	to	folk	etymology,	ache was connected with aitch-bone,	“that	part	being	
much	subject	to	a	distemper	called	ischias	we	corruptly	call	sciatica”	(Gazo-
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(The Danish interjections ak! and ok!	are	believed	to	be	an	adaptation	of	G.	ach! 
Danish	does	not	have	a	velar	spirant.	Ok!,	presumably	of	the	same	origin,	also	
occurs	in	Swedish.)	By	contrast,	Go.	auhjan	‘make	a	noise,’	if	it	was	aúhjan,	could	




























lel	he	gives	(from	SEO)	Sw.	värka ~ köra i tänderna	‘the	teeth	ache.’	Köra is a 




conviction.	We	say	he drives me crazy,	but	it	does	not	follow	that	the	concept	of	
driving	underlies	crazy or mad.	
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The	vaguely	defined	base	would	be	approximately	akh- ~ ak- ~ ag-.	Ache,	it	seems,	
is	a	limited	North	Sea	isogloss	without	ties	to	the	rest	of	Indo-European.
AKIMBO (1400)
The numerous attempts to find the etymology of akimbo have failed. The word 
has been traced to It.	asghembo	‘askance, obliquely’, Ir. Gael. cam ‘crooked’, to the 
phrase	can-bow	(suggesting a vessel with two handles),	keen	bow	(with reference 
to sharp elbows), Icel.	kengboginn	‘crooked-crooked’ (a tautological compound), 
and a few other words. Each hypothesis has been discussed at length and rejected. 
Perhaps	a	kembol(l),	the puzzling synonym of	akimbo,	should have been given 
more attention. A successful etymology of akimbo should explain where that syno-
nym came from, why it was ousted by the form now current, why in the earliest 
recorded example the man put one hand (and not even an arm) akimbo,	and why 
this word was in former times considered colloquial or vulgar. 
The sections are devoted to 1) the pronunciation and meaning of akimbo and 
its alternate form a	kemboll,	2) suggestions that akimbo is a word of Italian or Irish 
Gaelic origin, 3) the idea that akimbo developed from a simile ‘a man with his arms 
on the hips is like a vessel with two handles’, 4) the alleged derivation of akimbo from 
ON	kengboginn	‘crooked’,	and 5) the possibility of deriving akimbo from	a	kembol.
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word	was	a	compound	and	took	the	otherwise	incomprehensible	bol for a variant 
of	E.	bow.	Kembol	had	sufficient	currency	in	the	seventeenth	century	to	merit	
our	attention.	OED	quotes	a	1652	sentence	with	kenbol.	Cotgrave,	Minsheu’s	
contemporary,	wrote:	“Se quarrer,	to	strout,	or	square	it,	looke	big	on	it,	carrie his 
arms a kemboll	braggadocio-like,”	and	Torriano,	“an	Italian	and	Professor	of	the	
Italian	Tongue	in	London,”	has,	in	the	English	part	of	his	dictionary,	kemboll, with 




















the variants of akimbo.	Zero’s	reference	to	Halliwell	is	correct,	but	there	we	find	








arms.	In	the	1400	example	from	Beryn	we	read	… set his hond in kenebowe.	If	such	
was	the	original	context	for	akimbo,	with	hond	in	the	singular,	it	weakens	the	idea	
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many dictionaries akimbo	appears	under	kimbo.	Skinner	derived	it	from	It.	a schem-
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Another	solution	connected	akimbo (or rather kimbo)	with	Ir.	Gael.	cam 
‘crooked’,	the	alleged	source	of	It.	asghembo.	In	Webster’s	dictionary,	cam was 
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to	find	a	Middle	English	variant	kin for can	and	referred	to	the	pronunciation	min 











Skeat referred to the form a-kingbow,	which	he	found	in	Thomas	Wright’s	
DOPE,	set	up	its	etymon	as	Icel. í keng	‘into	a	crook’,	and	cited	Icel.	kengboginn 
‘bent	into	a	crook’.	Keng,	the	accusative	of	kengr,	is	a	cognate	of	E.	kink,	and	
boginn	is	the	past	participle	of	bjúga	‘to	bow,	bend’	(masculine).	The	change	


















another and to asghembo.	From	the	second	edition	he	expunged	all	of	them	and	
added	Du.	schampen	‘to	slip’.	In	the	next	edition,	the	text	underwent	no	alterations.	
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It may have been a mistake to treat kembol ~ kemboll as an alteration of ken-






because	kembol	did	not	surface	in	Middle	English.	At	any	rate,	MED does not list 




scenario).	When	*in ~ on kembol	changed	into	*akembol,	akimbol,	akimbaw,	
and akimbo,	bow	aroused	an	association	with	elbow,	and	the	modern	meaning	
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Aloof, originally a nautical term, seems to have been borrowed from Dutch. 
Swedish, sometimes proposed as the lending language, is less likely. The element 
loof refers to a luff, a contrivance for altering the ship’s course. Skeat was the first 
to explain the origin of this word. Although almost obvious, this derivation baffled 
researchers for more than two centuries. The entry discusses various old conjec-













derived aloof from all-off,	and	his	derivation	remained	lexicographers’	favorite	
for	two	centuries.	It	can	be	found	in	Bailey,	Johnson,	Johnson-Todd,	and	ID1,	
but	ID	also	suggested	aloft	as	a	possible	etymon.	Mahn	(in	Webster-Mahn,	1864)	
too vacillated between all of and aloft.	Webster	1855	and	1860	wondered	whether	
aloof was related to the verb leave,	and	Dwight	1862:833	echoed	this	question.	
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acquires	the	sense	‘deceive’,	loof is said to be akin to bluff,	for	be-luff.	No	branch	of	
knowledge	develops	in	a	straight	line	(compare	what	is	said	below	about	askance).	
The etymon of aloof	is	almost	in	plain	view,	but	finding	it	was	not	easy.
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ASKANCE(S)1 (1386), ASKANCE2 (1530), ASKANT (1633, 1695, 1791)
In English, the now obsolete conjunction askance1 ‘as if’ and the adverb 
askance2	‘aside’	have been recorded. It is rather probable that askance2 is an exten-
sion of askance1. The conjunction has been discussed especially often. According to 
one point of view, it has a Romance etymon: French, Italian, or Latin; according 
to the other, it is an alteration or a cognate of Du. schuins	‘obliquely’ or LG	schün.	
The conjunction seems to have been derived from L.	quamsi,	possibly, but not 
necessarily via Old French. The complicating factor in the search for the origin 
of askance is the multitude of Middle and early Modern English words of similar 
form and meaning. Some of them are etymological doublets; others were individual 
coinages. All of them may have interacted and influenced one another.
The sections are devoted to 1) the relation between askance1 and askance2,	
2) attempts to find a Romance etymon of askance, and 3) attempts to trace askance 
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It.	a scansa (di)	‘obliquely’.	For	quite	some	time	Skeat	connected	askance with 
OF	escance	‘perchance,’	from	L.	excadentia.	
Another	hypothesis	pointed	to	a	French	etymon.	“Ascant	is	for	Old	Fr[ench]	
escant…	meaning,	literally,	out of the corner,	out of the square;	therefore,	on one 
side, aside, askew, awry.	The	word,	if	I	am	right,	is	connected	with	O[ld]	Fr[ench]	
eschantel,	which	is	from	cantel,	a	diminutive	of	cant,	a	corner.	We	have	in	English	
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The	phrase	à escons does resemble askance,	but	Weekley’s	reconstruction	
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The	main	early	work	pertaining	to	the	French	origin	of	askance was done by 







with the modern askance,	with	which	it	may	have	nothing	to	do.	The	present	word	
is	related	rather	to	some	form	in	Old	French;	and,	since	the	publication	of	vol.	VI.	
of	Godefroy’s	O.F.	Dictionary,	I	can	now	solve	the	word	entirely.	The	fact	is,	it	is	




Sometimes	the	final	s	is	dropped,	as	here;	see	examples	of	Askance or Askances in 













ex-	becoming	e- and later a-	in	Anglo-French,	but,	since	the	redundancy	(two	pre-
fixes:	ex + qua)	remained,	he	concluded	that	e-	had	been	added	for	reinforcement.	
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sidelin;’	(Florio)”	(so,	for	example,	in	the	1911	edition	of	A Concise Etymological 
























chance.’	Later	he	thought	of	as ~ als	used	adverbially	before	kans (see also Chance 
1875b).	Elsewhere,	the	related	forms	exhibit	numerous	ludic	forms.	Especially	
typical	are	West	Flemish	als kacks ~ alskacks	(Franck	1908:300).	Initial	als seems 
to	confirm	Chance’s	reconstruction.	Spitzer	1945:23	did	not	object	to	the	deriva-








Todd)	cited	Du.	schuin	‘oblique’	and	referred	to	E.	squint as related to askance 
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forthcoming)	can	be	summarized	so.	Askance1 and askance2	are	said	to	be	un-
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To the familiar sk-group	ME	ashore	‘at	a	slant’	should	be	added.	In	this	ad-
verb,	-shore is a homonym of shore,	as	in	seashore.	McIntosh	1971:260	compared	
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